
LAWSEARCH ENTERPRISE

LAWSEARCH ENTERPRISE 3 IS THE FIRST SEARCH ENGINE IN EUROPE 
WITH LABELLING TECHNOLOGY & SEARCH STORAGE

Single Point of Entry

 › For all documents and archives

 › Networking and data linking

 › Relief from search work

 › Working comfort boost

 › Know-how transfer

 › Personal labels and search storage

 › Overviews of each document

 › Multilingual thesaurus (legal terms)

 › Automatic linking to the original sources on 

the Internet

 › Data networking within a department or between 

different locations

By Lawyers and for Lawyers
Lawsearch Enterprise refines all your documents. As if a 

diligent assistant had already worked through the docu-

ment and created an index, the automatically refined doc-

ument displays all relevant terminology in D, F, E and I.

Advantage
With Lawsearch Enterprise, the search is more efficient 

for business-relevant information. Users can concentrate 

on more interesting aspects of their work which increases 

job satisfaction.

The Intra-Company Legal Search Engine
Lawsearch Enterprise is a search engine for the systematisation, conversion and refinement of company-relevant informa-

tion. The intra-company search engine combines all internal and external data islands – within the corporate network, a 

department, or between different company locations. Users have a single point of search for all documents and archives.
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The found documents can be opened In each document, legal references are automatically discovered, listed and 
linked to external sources

Single Point of Entry

Lawsearch Enterprise provides a unified search interface with 

excellent search mechanisms, making it very easy to use.

› Structured search in all formats and all internal and

external databases

› Comprehensive ways of sorting by relevance, date,

title, etc.

Areas of Application

› Trusts

› Administrations

› Banks and insurance companies

› Law firms

› Hospitals

› Universities

› Courts

› Corporate legal services

› and many more

Technology

› High integration capability (iManage, Vertec, DMS, etc.)

› Fast implementation and immediate operational

readiness

› Platform-independent web-browser (no client

installation necessary)

› Independent access: Stored centrally, locally available

› Faster access to all data

› Document-neutral (Word, PDF, PPT, E-Mail, Excel,

HTML, etc.)

› High security and low maintenance requirements

Optional

› Authentication

› Authorisation

› Multi-client capability
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